Communication between the automation components within mobile machines
is becoming more important – and so is the communication with the machine
from the outside.
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CANopen

Reliable communication for mobile machines

M

obile machines, for example in the construction sector, present particular challenges when it comes to
applied automation technology. This includes difficulties
related to dust, water, and vibrations as well as particularly
high or low temperatures. Apart from these problems that
we all know all too well, another factor is becoming more
and more important: The communication between the
automation components within the machine and the communication with the machine from the outside. Machine
automation requires perfect interaction of controllers, sensors, and actuators as well as devices for user interaction. The communication between all components must
be absolutely reliable. For mobile machines, such as
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construction, agricultural, and municipal vehicles,
CAN, which was initially developed by the automotive
industry, has become the predominant communication
protocol.
In order to enable analog sensor signal transmission via the CAN network, usually I/O modules are used.
For the mobile machine segment, the sensor manufacturer ifm electronic offers Compact Modules and Smart
Modules that can be connected to various sensors. Apart
from inputs for analog and digital signals, the I/O modules have outputs that can be used to control actuators.
Data transmission to the controller takes places via the
CANopen protocol.
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CANopen
Figure 1: The sensor signals are routed to the
controller via CAN using I/O modules
(Photo: ifm)

Figure 3: CAN Remote makes it possible to access CAN
in a mobile machine via mobile network connection
(Photo: ifm)

CAN is ideal for sensor data transmission within the
machine. The transmitted data volume is relatively small,
and the distances between the individual components
are short, so that the performance of CAN is sufficient.
Today, however, it is more and more often required to also
integrate the machine into a more wide-ranging network
and to be able to access the machine via the Internet. For
mobile machines this is significantly more complex than
for stationary machines, for example, in production processes. With the CAN Remote radio gateway, ifm
electronic offers a possibility to access the CAN
network of a mobile machine via a mobile network connection. The solution includes a complete hardware and software package that makes it

possible to implement remote maintenance and other
functions. Since a GPS receiver is also integrated
in the units, it is also possible to determine the location
of the machine via the CAN Remote system. Especially
for construction machine manufacturers the possibility of
carrying out remote maintenance or other services over
long distances is very important. Often those machines
are operated all over the world and in remote places.
Therefore, CAN Remote can reduce travel costs for
servicing.
For mobile machines, not only communication with
the outside world is important. Also for communication
within the machine there are technical innovations offering the user various advantages.

Figure 2: ifm electronic offers a complete product portfolio
for mobile machine automation including sensors,
controllers and dialog units for visualization and operation
(Photo: ifm)

Figure 4: ifm electronic offers a complete product portfolio
for mobile machine automation including sensors,
controllers and dialog units for visualization and operation
(Photo: ifm)
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This includes, for example, IO-Link integration
of sensors. This standardized digital communication
protocol offers many functions that would be impossible
with conventional analog transmission. One of them is,
for example, simple sensor diagnostics. Via IO-Link, the
higher-level controller can be directly informed about
any errors. This makes trouble-shooting easier. Also
when replacing a sensor, IO-Link shows its advantages.
No complicated configuration and readjustment of
the sensor is required since the IO-Link master can
transmit the configuration data directly to the sensor. In
addition, this type of sensor data transmission is much
more immune to interference than analog transmission.
IO-Link has already become an industry standard. The
interest that construction machine manufacturers take in
the system is currently also increasing – a development
that will surely intensify in the years to come. This
is why ifm has provided all new sensors with an
IO-Link interface. Additionally Ethernet-based systems
are becoming more and more popular for mobile
machines. But it is still undecided which protocol
will become the absolute standard. To guarantee
their
customers
sustainable
options
for
the
future, ifm electronic integrates Ethernet TCP/IP in
the units and is thereby prepared for all
developments.
The demands on mobile machine automation are
becoming more and more complex. Many sensors
are required that usually communicate with the

controller via CAN. Apart from controllers and dialog
units for visualization and operation, today often
connections to a remote maintenance solution are
needed. Mobile machine builders benefit from the fact
that ifm offers them all components from a single
source.
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